We study quantum gravity corrections to early universe cosmology as resulting within the asymptotic safety scenario. We analyse if it is possible to obtain accelerated expansion in the regime of the renormalisation group fixed point in a theory with Einstein-Hilbert gravity and a scalar field. We show how this phase impacts cosmological perturbations observed in the cosmic microwave background.
A viable quantum gravity scenario based on standard quantum field theory methods can be obtained if the Renormalisation Group (RG) flow of gravity is controled by a fixed point (FP) at very high energies. If such a FP has only a finite number of attractive directions, it can only be reached from a finite dimensional subspace of coupling space, the so-called UV critical surface to which the RG flow has to be confined. In that case there exist only a finite number of free parameters and the theory is predictive. To realise a theory of quantum gravity along this idea has been proposed by S. Weinberg as the asymptotic safety scenario.
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In the recent years, increasing evidence for the existence of a suitable RG FP has been found with functional RG techniques in gravity 2-8 and gravity with scalar matter.
9,10 A natural question in that context is if the presence of a RG FP can lead to distinctive predictions for early universe cosmology with potential observable signals e.g. in the cosmic microwave background (CMB).
In the asymptotic safety approach, naturally all interaction operators consistent with the underlying symmetry principles come into play at high energies, although their couplings will not be independent. Therefore, it should be possible to create inflationary expansion in the early universe with the help of RG corrections. An efficient expansion mechanism could take place as early as during the RG FP regime when RG effects are most significant, or also at later stages if appropriate values for the couplings are reached along the RG flow. Inflation could result either from purely gravitational interaction terms with some resemblance to Starobinsky inflation, or from some matter ingredient like the inflaton. The first possibility has been considered e. g. in Refs. 11-14, whereas in Refs. 15,16 the second approach was taken in order to be as close as possible to standard model cosmology.
For such models, based on the assumption that FRW-cosmology is still a good description in the RG FP regime, there exist FPs of the dynamical equations (also classically) which allow for accelerated expansion, and we can calculate the resulting spectrum of cosmological perturbations. These perturbations should remain small. If they turn out to be too large, on the one hand spacetime in the FP regime would show significant deviations from the FRW-assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy, on the other hand they could not be responsible for the perturbations observed in the CMB spectrum and would have to be washed out by later stages of inflation not obtained during the FP regime.
For a simple model of how inflation could be created during the RG FP regime, we consider the standard model of cosmology based on the Einstein-Hilbert action, a minimally coupled scalar field φ with potential V 15 and some ideal fluid component. The classical equations of motion for this model in terms of the dimensionless
with the Friedmann constraint 1 − x 2 − y 2 − i Ω i = 0. RG effects are assumed to become more and more important at high energies, or equivalently early times. Thus there should exist a mapping between the RG scale k, with which the RG effects increase, and the age of the universe t. Then RG effects are taken into account by making the couplings time dependent. The equations of motion for the Hubble parameter H and the scalar field φ then have to be corrected by inserting couplings which change with time. This has to be done however without violating the Bianchi identity which certifies energy-momentum conservation. With this requirement we obtain a relation between k and t so that the Bianchi identity remains unchanged. Parametrising the RG dependence by the quantities η RG =
The Friedmann constraint takes the form η RG (k) + y 2 ν RG (k, z) = 0. All corrections are proportional to
The FPs of this system of dynamical equations might control the very early or very late stages of cosmology and might provide accelerated expansion. One distinguishes two cases: a) For some N one has d ln k/dN = 0, and the evolution of k with N comes to a halt. Then the couplings are frozen to some generic value until the dynamical FP point is reached for N → ∞. b) A dynamical FP is reached where d ln k/dN = const. = 0. Then it is reached simultaneously with the RG FP. Both cases can be realised with explicit types of potentials. 15 Domination by the potential term of the scalar field ensuing accelerated expansion can be obtained in several of these cases.
In the particular case of a quartic potential V = λ 0 + λ 2 φ 2 + λ 4 φ 4 and no ideal fluid components, a solution where dynamical FP and RG FP are reached simultaneously has been found 16 where all quantities scale with time, H = α/t, φ = ϕ/t, k = χ/t, with dimensionless factors fixed by the dynamical equations. The cosmological perturbations created during the RG FP regime can be calculated for this case similarly to the standard procedure after checking that the same quantum mode functions can be used and that the perturbations are conserved after horizon exit. Then one obtains for the curvature and tensor perturbations for wave number p and conformal time τ
with scale invariant curvature perturbation and the tensor tilt n T = −2/(α − 1). Small perturbations can be obtained if χ 2 ≫Gα 3 withG = Gk 2 . This implies that arbitrarily small perturbations can be obtained by staying close to the line λ 2 = −2 √ λ 0 λ 4 . Then, the assumption of FRW cosmology during the RG FP regime can be preserved and it could be possible that cosmological perturbations are influenced by an inflationary period taking its origin during this regime.
